
 
 

Object: Create a deck of cards by using 
 the Action and Treasure cards in your hand  

to purchase additional cards from the Supply Piles. 
 

When the Province pile, or any three other piles have run out, 
the player with most points in Victory cards 

 in his amassed deck wins. 
 

There is a lot of shuffling of cards in Dominion!There is a lot of shuffling of cards in Dominion!There is a lot of shuffling of cards in Dominion!There is a lot of shuffling of cards in Dominion!    
Whenever your deck runs out, and you need to draw a card, 

                                        Shuffle your discard pile to create a new deck, then draw. 

  But no looking through either your deck or discard piles. 

 

Each Player’s Turn has three phases:  
                                  Action, Buy, and Cleanup. 

DECK (Face down)                                                                                               DISCARD PILE (face up)                                  
PLAYING AREA :    

Action Phase: play one action card from your face up. 
It may enable you to pick up more cards, play more action cards,  

convert cards into other cards, or increase your buying power. 
 

    
    

    

    
    

    

    
    

    

    
    

    

    
    

    

   You may play an action even if you cannot do everything; 

  but you must follow the sequence and do as much as you can. 

You must complete all the text on each card before playing the next. 
 
 

Key to Card Notations…….. 

Additional actions in the Action Phase :         “+ X Actions” 
Added buying power in the Buy Phase :             “+ X Buy” 
Must draw cards to your hand immediaely :      “+ X Cards” 
Add Treasure for Buys :                            “+ X Coins” 

 

                Some cards allow you to …… "GainGainGainGain" (to your discard) 
                    or "TrashTrashTrashTrash"  (remove from play) cards from your hand. 

      

Some “AttackAttackAttackAttack” or “ReactionReactionReactionReaction” cards affect multiple players 
      and may require other players to reveal or discard cards. 

 

                PLAYING HINTS: 
 

Buy Phase: Use your treasure in your hand 
  to buy more cards for your deck. 

 
You may gain one card from the Supply by paying its cost.  
Place the purchased card(s) face up onto your Discard pile.  

 

You don’t always have to spend all of your coins, But make sure 
you buy money early. You may not purchase cards from the Trash 

pile; nor the Placeholder cards   – they are just there to identify 

when a pile is empty.. 

 

Cleanup phase, Put all used cards and your entire 
hand into your discard pile, and then draw five new 

cards from your deck.  
 

 The cards you discard, you don’t lose….  

            they keep coming back into your hands. 

 
Starting with Coppers and Estates, convert these to first Silvers and 

Duchy’s, and then to Gold and Provinces and other victory cards.  

 
 

Buy money early.   Buy only a few Kingdom cards 

                        which won’t add actions to your deck. 
 

 

Play Action cards that add Actions first. 

 Discard Victory point cards first. 

  
 

Gradually reduce the number of Coppers and Estates  

or other useless cards in your hand.

 




